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 PSU BASE MINI MAX SERIES 3.5AMP
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 POWER SUPPLY 1-12V 6AMP
 

 The Supertek power supply is the first of a new range of products exclusive \ndesigned and developed to meet the needs of schools. \nOffering 1-12V output of both AC and full wave rectified DC the power supply is ideal \nfor general laboratory use
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 WESTMINSTER POWER SUPPLY
 

 The Bench Top Battery eliminator is designed to give the most popular battery voltages. Substitutes a wide variety of batteries including AA, AAA, C, D, and 9 V types. The voltage is conveniently sele
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 BATTERY ELIMINATOR CLASS SET OF 15 WITH A FREE TROLLEY
 

 The Bench Top Battery eliminator is designed to give the most popular battery voltages. Substitutes a wide variety of batteries including AA, AAA, C, D, and 9 V types. The voltage is conveniently sele
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 SATZ Power Station 3A
 

 SATZ ZPS30 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 SATZ Power Station 1.5A
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 POWER SUPPLY 1-12V 3AMP
 

 The Supertex power supply is the first of a new range of products exclusive \ndesigned and developed to meet the needs of schools. \nOffering 1-12V output of both AC and full wave rectified DC the power supply is ideal \nfor general laboratory use
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 PSU BASE MINI MAX SERIES 2.0A
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 PSU BASE MINI MAX SERIES 3.5AMP CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE from 3-12V
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 BATTERY ELIMINATOR
 

 The Bench Top Battery eliminator is designed to give the most popular battery voltages. Substitutes a wide variety of batteries including AA, AAA, C, D, and 9 V types. The voltage is conveniently sele
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 PSU BASE MINI MAX SERIES 3.5AMP
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 POWER SUPPLY 1-12V 6AMP
 

 The Supertek power supply is the first of a new range of products exclusive \ndesigned and developed to meet the needs of schools. \nOffering 1-12V output of both AC and full wave rectified DC the power supply is ideal \nfor general laboratory use
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 WESTMINSTER POWER SUPPLY
 

 The Bench Top Battery eliminator is designed to give the most popular battery voltages. Substitutes a wide variety of batteries including AA, AAA, C, D, and 9 V types. The voltage is conveniently sele
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 BATTERY ELIMINATOR CLASS SET OF 15 WITH A FREE TROLLEY
 

 The Bench Top Battery eliminator is designed to give the most popular battery voltages. Substitutes a wide variety of batteries including AA, AAA, C, D, and 9 V types. The voltage is conveniently sele
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 SATZ Power Station 3A
 

 SATZ ZPS30 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 SATZ Power Station 1.5A
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 POWER SUPPLY 1-12V 3AMP
 

 The Supertex power supply is the first of a new range of products exclusive \ndesigned and developed to meet the needs of schools. \nOffering 1-12V output of both AC and full wave rectified DC the power supply is ideal \nfor general laboratory use
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 PSU BASE MINI MAX SERIES 2.0A
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th

 

 
 £32.65
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 PSU BASE MINI MAX SERIES 3.5AMP CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE from 3-12V
 

 SATZ ZPS15 School Power Station Output Voltage selectable: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC Output Current: ZSP15 1.5A - ZSP30 3A Output : Smoothed and regulated Ripple & Noise: less th
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 BATTERY ELIMINATOR
 

 The Bench Top Battery eliminator is designed to give the most popular battery voltages. Substitutes a wide variety of batteries including AA, AAA, C, D, and 9 V types. The voltage is conveniently sele
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Select School Supplies
The Old Granary
 Berghill House
 Berghill Lane
 Babbinswood
 Oswestry
 SY11 4PD












	
		
			
				 



			

		

	



Find out more
About
Gauze Wire Certificate
Deliveries & Returns
Privacy Policy
Terms and Conditions
Modern Slavery Statement






Get in touch
Tel: 01691 770366
 Email: sales@selectschoolsupplies.co.uk
This Week
56


06/11/2023
19

07/11/2023
23

08/11/2023
12

10/11/2023
3




Total
1,172
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